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8:30am? Really?
10 branding lessons we learned
(in no particular order)

1. We all need a little education

So what is branding and why do
we need it?
Branding is the substance of
your association
and its consistent representation can
impact your success.

A brand is more than a logo;
it’s a promise
. FedEx vs. USPS
. Tiffany Vs. Target
. Nike vs. Naturalizer
	
  

And it’s
. Positioning
. Messages
. “Elevator pitch”
. Tag line
. Visual Identity (logo, typography, palette, image
style, grid systems

2. There’s no “I” in team

The game plan:
Engage your association
Identify an internal team
Disrupt personal aesthetics
Build brand ambassadors

And communicate,
communicate, communicate.

3. Why am I here? I know who I am.

Research informs all of branding
Positioning (internal)
Messaging (external)
Tag line
Visual identity

And here’s how you do it:
Survey stakeholders
Clarify positioning and messages
Develop attributes
Get internal buy-in

4. How do we get there from here?

Process, process, process

Analyze

Determine

Create

Produce

Manage

Process, process, process (the fine print)
Strategy

Design and Marketing

Research,
Strategy,
Business
Planning

Identify
Brand
Strategy and
Tactics

Conduct environmental scan

Identify brand objectives,
challenges and critical messages

Review organizational structure
Interview internal and external
stakeholders
Analyze member data
and feedback
Define audiences and
understand their motivators
Develop strategic plan for
maintaining current success and
ensuring future success
Create business and marketing
plans for the implementation of
the strategic plan

Define brand attributes
Address naming needs and
issues, if any
Develop and present strategic
brief including program goals,
brand attributes, inherent
challenges and solutions,
positioning, messaging and
tag line

Implementation and Continued Guidance

Execute
Marketing
Plan and
Launch
Materials

Design
Visual Brand
Components

Apply Brand
Program

Develop brand components and
create interim guidelines for visual
brand application

Apply brand guidelines to design
branded deliverables for all
mediums, for example:

.brand identity

.print

.typography

.web/interactive/social media

.color palettes

.packaging

.image styles

.motion

.grid systems

.environments

.editorial voice

Clarify or establish nomenclature
system

Develop brand and
communication materials that
educate and build advocates for
the brand program among both
internal and external
stakeholders. Prepare time line
and budgets for marketing plan

Production

Transition

Review

Oversee production and delivery
for all components of branding
program, for example:

Transition program to inhouse team for long-term
implementation

3-6 months post launch,
meet to review process
and reception of branded
materials and guidelines;
plan for revisions,
updates and new
intitiatives

.press proofs
.on-site press checks

.produce final brand guidelines

.fabrication and installation of
environmental graphics

.create employee engagement
materials

.web programming

.develop marketing/
communication materials

.social media

Review requirements and
opportunities for all mediums
Identify deliverables; develop
time line

change management

Anticipating and planning for a change
management process begins early on in
the branding initiative.
Review exisitng strategic plan (if
applicable)

Meet with association board/steering
committee
Meet with staff; gather input
Develop stakeholder involvement plan

Create sponsor and implementation
teams; may include team building,
personality preference assessments
Address human resource issues:
resistance/fear; qualifications; new
organizational structures [may be
identified in business plan and now
refined]

Develop operations plan
Provide continued counsel

Provide ongoing monitoring; time
frame TBD

5. Orange is the new black and I hate it.
Unless it comes with a swoosh.
(When it’s time to evolve the logo,
managing personal aesthetics and sexy
aspirations become a full-time job.)

Everyone has an opinion.
And each one is valid.
Sort of.
So we begin by designing in black.

Manage expectations
Circle back to the positioning,
messages and attributes.

And throughout the process,
manage change!
Start early
Meet with board, steering committee, staff
Create implementation teams
Address HR issues
Develop launch/operations plan

6. A camel is a horse designed by a committee.

Determine at the outset who the
final decision-maker will be.
Give interested parties a voice—with
the understanding that theirs is not the
final word.

Keep your Board’s involvement at
a really, really high level!
Brands are often diluted by wellmeaning (and enthusiastic)
stakeholders.

7. Make it work

The brand consultant is gone.
How do we make it work?
Staff education
Distribute guidelines (include new hires)
Centralize processes
Make templates available
Assign a brand cop

8. After all is said and done, why
does any of this matter?
A brand is a living, evolving entity.
Just like your association.
And a strong brand will help you get
where you want to go.

How things have changed at AAMI
It’s not easy to tie branding to specific successes, but
there have been several positive signs at AAMI:
- Membership has increased by 11%
- Retention is at record highs – 80-90% based on
category
- Member satisfaction surveys are very positive
- Product sales up by 28%
- Education revenue up by 32%
- A new, vibrant Foundation has been created, AAMI
University; and ACI, a new credentials institute.
- AAMI visual image stronger thanks to a far more
consistent design

AAMI’s new brand initiatives
leverage a strong parent brand

S3

Challenge 2014
AAMI | FDA Forum on Standards · Synthesis · Solutions ·

S3

Challenge 2015
AAMI | FDA Forum on Standards · Synthesis · Solutions ·

Guidelines evolve with the organization
Brand Evolution: Brand Guidelines

AAMI Brand Guidelines

AAMI Brand Guidelines
APRIL
April 2011

APRIL
April 2011
2014

AAMI’s color palette

Reversing the logo out of a color

This is a suggested color palette for use on AAMI materials. These colors have been selected
to reflect AAMIí s brand attributes as well as provide a range of choices that will help maintain
a consistent visual brand.

There will be many occasions when a situation requires reversing the logo
out of a color. In these cases, use the ì whiteî version of the logo, making sure
that the color provides enough contrast so the logo and tag line are legible.

Brand Guidelines

*logo colors

Brand Guidelines

AAMI has developed a branding system so that
all marketing and communication materials will
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send the same message about our organization.
Minimum size

The guidelines and examples presented in this

The logo should never be used smaller than 1.25" in width so that the tag line
remains legible.

manual are provided to ensure a consistent
and appropriate presentation of AAMI. It’s
important that we protect our brand identity

AAMI has developed a branding system so that
for legal, marketing and public relations

1.25"

reasons. A consistent image also helps our

all marketing and communication materials members,
will the public and other key stakeholders
better understand and clearly recognize our
send the same message about our organization.
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brand and what it represents.

The guidelines and examples presented in this
manual are provided to ensure a consistent
and appropriate presentation of AAMI. It’s
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important that we protect our brand identity
for legal, marketing and public relations
reasons. A consistent image also helps our

AAMI Brand Guidelines

AAMI Brand Guidelines

members, the public and other key stakeholders
better understand and clearly recognize our

Publication covers

It is essential for AAMI materials to maintain a clean and consistent look in
both print and web applications. The position of the logo plays a key role in
creating a unified look and the marketing materials on the following pages
have been designed with this consideration in mind.

brand and what it represents.

When used on covers the AAMI logo must be placed in the top left
corner in compliance with proper spacing on surrounding sides. Use the
measurements shown here for publications that have an 8.5" x 11" page size.

8.5"
0.42"
0.08"
the logo is 1.28"
wide when used
on covers

2.25"

1.37"

September/October 2011 // Vol.44 // No.5
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In this issue:
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11"

Aspiet voloratquis aci ipid ulpa
volessimin nam ellamus, qui
coriatempor re, vollaut iundis
esequi sunt aut etur sandis ex et
facearum core nus aut eicidunt
vel
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Cancer Battle Inspires
Student to Join
Profession
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AAMI 2011 Resource Catalog
July/August 2014// Vol.48 // No.4

BIOMEDICAL INSTRUMENTATION & TECHNOLOGY

Resources

BI&T
Biomedical Instrumentation & Technology

Clearing
The Air
Innovations and
Complications with
Ventilator Technology

IN THIS ISSUE

WHAT’S NEW?
July/August 2014 ï Volume 48 ï Number 4

30 NEW STANDARDS, INCLUDING
80001-1 AND A NEW EDITION OF ST79
20 REAFFIRMATIONS
UPDATES TO ALL STANDARDS ON
CD COLLECTION
EXPAND BENCHMARKING
RESOURCES
NEW CLINICAL ENGINEERING
GUIDANCE

The Quality System Compendium
GMP Requirements
& Industry Practice

THIRD EDITION

All Abuzz About
Power Strips
Work Your Way
Through an
On-the-Job Crisis

9. Finally, caveat emptor
.

Write a detailed RFP

.

Interview candidates, ask questions, clarify
nomenclature

.

Negotiation is a part of the process

.

Know what to expect—but keep an open mind because
the process often yields (good) surprises

10. Contact us for more information.
We’re happy to help.
Steve Campbell
COO
AAMI
scampbell@aami.org
Deborah Schneider
Creative Director
The Kineo Group
deborah@thekineogroup.com

